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Abstract.Let G  and H  be two simple subgraphs of sjK × . The smallest positive integer 

s  such that any red and blue colouring of sjK ×  has a copy of red G  or a blue H  is 

called the multipartite Ramsey number of G  and H . It is denoted by ),( HGmj . This 

paper presents exact values for ),( 2 GBmj  where G  is a isolate vertex free graph up to 

four vertices.  
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1. Introduction 
The exact determination of the classical diagonal Ramsey number of ),( ssr  (see [6] for a 

survey) has not made any headway beyond (5,5)r  (as of now known to be between 43 

and 49) for a few decades. Researches are now trying to approach this problem by using 
new techniques like fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms to improve the lower bound (see [7], 
[8] and [9]). One of the main branches of classical Ramsey numbers, introduced by 
Burger and Vuuren (see [1]) was multipartite Ramsey numbers. It is defined considering 

sjK × , which consist of j  partite sets, each of size s . }{1,2,...,|{=)( jmvKV mnsj ∈×  

and }}{1,2,...,sn∈  denotes the vertex set of sjK × . The set of vertices in the thm  partite 

set is denoted by }}{1,2,...,|{ snvmn ∈ . The smallest s  value for which any two 

colouring (say red and blue) of sjK × , consist of a red G  or a blue H  is called the 

multipartite Ramsey number of G  and H  and it is denoted by ),( HGmj . Syafrizal and 

et al (see [10]) investigated a special a case of the multipartite Ramsey number. They 

found the multipartite Ramsey number ),( GPm sj  where G  is a wheel ,nW a star nS , a 


